One Syllable Words with Vowel Sound “ow” (cow)
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-ow-

bow
brow
brown
browse
crown
cow
crowd
crown
down
drown
fowl
frown
gown
growl
how
howl
now
plow
prowl
scowl
sow
town
vow

-ou-

blouse
bounce
bound
bout
cloud
clout
couch
count
crouch
doubt**
dour
foul
found
grouch
ground
hound
hour**
house
joust
loud
lounge
louse
mound
mount
mouse
mouth
noun
pound
ounce
our
out
pouch
pounce
pout

-proud-

proud
round
rouse
route
scour
scout
scrounge
shout
slouch
snout
sound
sour
south
spouse
spout
sprout
stout
tout
wound

-bough-

bough
drought

**Indicates an extraneous letter